This paper proposes a distributed factorized asymptotic Bayesian (FAB) inference of learning piece-wise sparse linear models on distributed memory architectures. The distributed FAB inference solves the simultaneous model selection issue without communicating O(N ) data where N is the number of training samples and achieves linear scale-out against the number of CPU cores. It unlocks the limitation of their applicability to middle-scale data sets due to high computational cost for simultaneous determinations of the number of "pieces" and cardinality of each linear predictor. Experimental results demonstrate that the distributed FAB inference achieves high prediction accuracy and performance scalability with benchmark data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of interpretability and transparency of machine learning models has been increasing due to emerging enterprise predictive analytics. In data mining and machine learning academic community, the workshop named FAT/ML 1 (fairness, accountability and transparency in machine learning) has been held every year since 2014. On the other hand, interpretable models restrict model representations, and the balance between interpretability and accuracy has been important research topics for decades [1] .
Piecewise linear models have been actively studied to achieve both accuracy and interpretability, which include from classical tree [2] or linear [3] ones to more advanced ones [4] , [5] , [6] . They often produce competitive accuracy against state-of-the-art non-linear methods on real-world datasets. In addition, their representations (i.e., rule-based segmentation plus sparse linear formula) are often preferred by domain experts. To the best use of these models, i.e., simple and accurate, we have to simultaneously determine the number of "pieces" and cardinality of each predictor. However, such simultaneous model selection is essentially much more computationally demanding which has restricted their applicability to middle-scale data sets.
Meanwhile, for analyzing very large scale data (a.k.a. Big Data), the size of a feature matrix easily exceeds memory capacity in a single computation node. Recent trends in distributed computational platforms for large-scale machine learning have been shifting to those based on distributed memories (e.g., Spark [7] ). Notably, Spark appears to be one of the most promising platforms for enterprise data analytics, 1 http://www.fatml.org/ and many distributed machine learning algorithms for Spark have recently been developed [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] .
This paper 2 proposes a novel distributed algorithm for learning piecewise linear models on distributed memory architectures and an efficient implementation on Spark. Our contribution includes three topics: 1) a linearly-scalable distributed inference algorithm of piecewise sparse linear models, i.e, dFAB, over number of distributed workers which automates the model selection problem by taking advantages of recently-developed two techniques, factorized asymptotic Bayesian hierarchical mixture of experts (FAB/HME) [12] for model selection of piecewise linear models and median selection subset aggregation estimator (MESSAGE) [13] for communication-efficient distributed feature selection, 2) the bias correction of the model selection criterion of FAB/HME named FIC [14] , [15] derived from the distributed inference, 3) sophisticated design and implementation of dFAB as a distirubted program which fits on Apache Spark.
II. RELATED WORK
Piecewise linear models have actively been studied to achieve both interpretability and accuracy. Such models include from classical ones such as decision trees [2] and Lasso [3] to more advanced models such as hierarchical mixture of experts (HME) [4] , local supervised learning through space partitioning [5] , and so on. Optimization of piecewise linear models is usually non-convex due to simultaneous optimizations of partitions and local models. Partition-wise linear models [6] addressed this issue by formulating it as a structured-sparsity problem. FAB/HMEs [12] induce sparseness both on tree structures and cardinalities of local models, and fully automate simultaneous model selection for learning piecewise linear models via FAB inference [14] , [15] . As far as we know, the applications of sophisticated piecewise linear models have been limited to middle scale datasets due to their high computational costs.
Meanwhile, Spark [7] appears to be one of the most promising platforms for distributed machine learning algorithms. There are a large quantity of researches to realize distributed machine learning algorithms on Spark such as logistic regression [11] , SVM [11] , graph algorithms [9] and so on. These research outcomes are continuously integrated with Spark as its machine learning library called MLlib [8] . As growing the proposals of cutting-edge technologies, application field of machine learning on Spark is spreading to industrial area such as telecommunication [16] . Despite increasing attentions of Spark-based high-scale machine learning, to the best of our knowledge, there are little studies on distributed learning of piecewise linear models.
III. PRELIMINARY
Probabilistic piecewise sparse linear models, or FAB/HME models [12] , partition feature spaces using gating functions and assign a sparse expert in each partition. The FAB/HME model employs the Bernoulli gating function as follows:
Formally, the probabilistic models are defined as follows:
where x ∈ R D is an observation variable, y is a target variable (y ∈ R for regression or y ∈ {1, −1} for classification), θ = (β 1 , . . . , β G , φ 1 , . . . , φ E ) represents model parameters, E and G are the numbers of experts and gating functions, respectively. E j (j = 1, . . . , E) denotes the j-th expert index set and contains all indices of the gating nodes on the unique path from the root node to the j-th expert node. ψ (i,j) g (x) := ψ(g(x, β i ), i, j) is the probability on the i-th gate, and i∈Ej ψ (i,j) g (x) expresses the probability of the j-th path, where ψ(a, i, j) = a if the j-th expert is on the left subtree of the i-th gate, and 1 − a otherwise. The experts can be either linear regression, i.e., p(y|x, φ j ) = N (y|w T j x, σ 2 j ) where φ j = (w j , σ 2 j ), or linear logistic regression, i.e., p(y|x, φ j ) = 1/(1 + exp(−yφ T j x)). The latent variable related to the j-th path is defined by ζ j , where ζ j = 1 if y|x is generated by the j-th node through the j-th path, and ζ j = 0 otherwise. The complete likelihood is defined, then, as follows:
where φ = (φ 1 , . . . , φ E ) and β = (β 1 , . . . , β G ). Prediction is executed by the j * -th expert that maximizes the gating probability as follows:
The FAB/HME algorithm finds the best parameters and models by maximizing the factorized information criterion (FIC), which is an asymptotically accurate approximation of Bayesian marginal log-likelihood [14] , [15] , derived as follows:
::::: 
where q is any distribution on ζ N , H q is the entropy of q, and G i is the i-th gating index set and contains all indices of the experts on the sub-tree of the i-th gating node.
(n) j is a scaling factor where
) for logistic regression. This optimization is conducted by alternating optimizations of q and θ like expectation-maximization algorithm. Note that D φj is equivalent to the L 0 -norm of φ j , which induces sparsity of the model. [12] has applied the forward-backward greedy (FoBa) algorithm [17] for least square experts, which has the tightest error bounds among state-of-the-art methods. We can easily extend this idea to logistic regression by applying the gradient FoBa algorithm [18] , which has the same theoretical error bounds for general smooth convex functions.
IV. DISTRIBUTED FAB/HME ALGORITHM This paper considers situations in which data size N is much larger than data dimensionality D. The designation of the distributed FAB/HME algorithm and architecture involves the following three challenges. First, due to memory capacity limitation, no single worker node can load entire data, target, and variational distributions. This prohibits the algorithm from employing a straightforward parallelization like that on a shared memory architecture. The second challenge is to avoid huge communication overhead. Particularly communications among worker nodes cause reallocation of data in distributed memory architectures. Third, for the "map-reduce" computational model which is one of the most popular modern distributed memory computation models, balancing or equalizing CPU loads is needed to minimize synchronization overhead.
Hereafter, we denote by D a dedicated server and by w ∈ W a worker node, where W is a set of worker nodes. We
for ∀n ∈ N w and ∀w ∈ W
assume that the training data are distributed on memories in ∀w ∈ W. The subscription w denotes the w-th worker node. We denote by N w a sample index set of the w-th worker node. In Algorithm 1 ∼ Algorithm 5, and • are executed on the worker nodes in parallel and the dedicated server in serial, respectively.
A. Distributed FIC Computation
The distributed computation of FIC, which is necessary for convergence determination, is described in Algorithm 1. The FIC calculation consists of two parts: 1) the sum of expected log-likelihood and 2) regularization. The former requires x N , y N and q (t) (ζ N ), which are distributed on the worker nodes, and hence each worker node computes expected log-likelihoods of data in its memory, and then only its summation needs to be collected by the dedicated server, as shown in line 1 of Algorithm 1. The latter is computed in the dedicated server, as shown in line 2 of Algorithm 1.
B. Distributed E-step
The distributed computation of the E-step is described in Algorithm 2. First, q(ζ (n) j ) for ∀n ∈ N w is calculated on w ∈ W as follows: 
The expected numbers of samples on experts and gates, denoted by N w φj and N w βi , are then collected by the dedicated server, and, therefore, only two scalar values are communicated. In βi are computed and globally shared on the dedicated server. It is known that exponentiated regularization (the waved part of (7)) derived from FIC (the waved part of (6)) eliminates redundant latent variables through EM iterations [14] . Such "non-effective" experts are eliminated from the model as follows:
Calculate q (n,t) j using (7) for ∀n ∈ N w , ∀w ∈ W. 
C. Distributed M-step: Bernoulli Gates
The gate optimization requires a set of split candidate points, i.e., 
where T li , T si are the sets of samples whose γ i -th dimension is larger or smaller than t i , G iL contains all indices of the expert nodes on the left sub-tree of the i-th gating node, and G iR is similarly defined for the right sub-tree of the ith gating node. The two matrices w.r.t. ρ L w and ρ R w , each of which has DT max elements, are collected by the dedicated server. Then, on the dedicated server, the i-th gate parameter β (t) i is computed as described in lines 4-8 in Algorithm 4,
Algorithm 4: Distributed Bernoulli Gate Optimization
for ∀w ∈ W using (9) and (10). 3 : end for 4: for T γi where γ i = 1, . . . , D do 5:
and β (t) i , containing three scalar values, is distributed to all worker nodes.
D. Distributed M-step: Sparse Experts
For optimizing experts in the M-step, we have to distribute L 0 regularized optimization, to which well-studied approaches using distributed gradient or proximal methods are not applicable. We address this issue by applying a recently-developed median selection subset aggregation estimator (MESSAGE) algorithm [13] .
The distributed optimization of sparse experts is described in Algorithm 5. First, feature selection is performed using the FoBa algorithm on each worker node as follows (line 1):
The detailed derivation of (11) is discussed in the next sub-section. φ (t+ 1 2 ) jw is then once collected by the dedicated server, and majority voting is performed to determine a feature set as follows (line 2):
The feature set F j is then distributed to all workers, and parameter estimation is performed using only features in F j as follows (line 3):
where φ j (F j ) means that parameters not included in F j are fixed to zero. Finally, φ (t) jw is again collected by the dedicated
Algorithm 5: Distributed Sparse Experts Optimization
Input:
Calculate φ (t+ 1 2 ) jw using (11) for ∀w ∈ W. 2: • Perform the majority voting using (12) . 3: Estimate φ (t) jw using (13) 
jw using (14) . server, and the weight aggregation is performed to estimate the weight vector as follow (line 4):
where φ (t)
j is distributed to all worker nodes.
E. Correction of FIC in M-step
This subsection explains the derivation of (11). In (6), the terms related to expert optimization can be summarized as follows:
In order to avoid the bias derived from the unbalanced order of the first (loss) term (O(N )) and the second (regularizer) term (O(log N )) of (6), we consider an asymptotic approximation of the first term as follows:
where φ * is the true parameter andφ j andφ j are the maximizer of n∈Nw q (n,t) j log p(y (n) |x (n) , φ j ) and N n=1 q (n,t) j log p(y (n) |x (n) , φ j ), respectively. By taking into account that N w can be considered as a random subset of N , we have:
where E Nw is the expectation over the randomness on N w . By combining (15) , (16) and (17), we have (11) .
V. EFFICIENT DESIGN ON SPARK This section describes an efficient design of the distributed FAB/HME algorithm on Spark. A resilience distributed dataset (RDD) is the base in Spark distributed computation, on whose elements all distributed computations on Spark are performed. An RDD is an immutable and partitioned collection of records and can only be created from persistent data or other RDDs via transformations. A standard RDD design might assign one data instance to an element of the RDD. However, major computations of FAB/HME algorithms rely on matrix computations, and the RDD for dFAB has to be designed to process them efficiently. For convenience, let us introduce a few notations. Let X e , Y e , and Q e be matrices whose elements are x (n) for ∀n ∈ N e , y (n) for ∀n ∈ N e , and q(ζ (n) ) for ∀n ∈ N e , respectively, where N e ⊂ N w . Note that each element of Q (t) e is q (t) (ζ (n) ) for ∀n ∈ N e . Also, L e is a |N e | × E matrix, and the (n, j)-th element of L
In the RDD of dFAB, one partition contains multiple elements that are data units to which map functions are applied, and one element of w-th partition consists of a tuple of (X e , Y e , Q e , L e , B), where e is the index of an element and w corresponds to the worker node index w.
Here we describe the execution flow of dFAB. Let us denote the RDD after the t-th EM iteration by RDD (t) , whose element is (X e , Y e , Q VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS We used Spark 1.6.0, and 8 worker nodes to host Spark executors. Each server and worker node employed two Intel Xeon E5-2640 v3 processors (16 physical cores), a 256 GB memory, and a 1 TB 7.2K RPM HDD, and they were connected via a 1 Gbps Ethernet. Observed and target variables were standardized in advance.
We compared the predictive accuracy of dFAB on 3 regression (gas sensor array (CO), gas sensor array (methane) and household power consumption) and 2 classification data sets (HIGGS and HEPMASS) in UCI repository [19] , with other distributed machine learning algorithms implemented in Spark MLlib. From Spark MLlib we chose Elastic-Net [20] , decision tree (DecTree), random forests (RF) for both classification and regression as baseline algorithms. Note that RF is less interpretable and we evaluated it as a state-of-the-art distributed non-linear model. We used 2loop cross validation with 10-fold outer loops for evaluating test prediction error and 3-fold inner loops for parameter selection. Note that FAB/HMEs do not need 2-loop cross validation, so dFAB does not execute the inner loop. We employed δ = 10 −4 (termination condition) and = N × 10 −2 (shrinkage threshold). The number of initial experts was 8 (3-depth symmetric tree). Table I summarizes test RMSEs for regression data sets and classification errors for classification data sets. For all three regression data sets, dFAB outperformed the others while RF performed better than dFAB on the HIGGS data for classification. For the HIGGS data set, dFAB generated FAB/HMEs with 2-5 active experts whose cardinalities were 5-14, that were much more interpretable than the models learned by RF, which consists of 300 trees with 5-depth. In summary, the results indicate that 1) dFAB achieved better predictive accuracy than that of other distributed algorithms implemented in Spark MLlib, and 2) it achieved competitive accuracy with more interpretable models than non-linear models of Spark MLlib.
Next, we compared the processing time for dFAB with that for other algorithm implementations of Spark MLlib.
In these experiments we set |W| = 128 for all algorithm implementations. Note that all processing time except dFAB includes 3-fold inner loop. As shown in Table II , dFAB averagely takes longer time than simple linear regression and decision trees because dFAB solves non-convex optimization problems to achieve both high interpretability and accuracy. However, since the accuracy and processing time of dFAB are competitive to that of Random Forests and dFAB has advatage of interpretability over Random Forests, the longer processing time of dFAB does not necessarily mean its inferiority.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed the distributed FAB/HME algorithm scalable algorithm to learn interpretable and accurate piecewise sparse linear models from Big Data. By taking advantages of FAB inference and the MESSAGE algorithm with a novel asymptotic bias correction of FIC, dFAB realizes fully automated model selection with linearly scale-out capability over the data size. Further, we presented a design of dFAB on Spark, the rising distributed memory computation platform. Our RDD for dFAB enables us to fully utilize CPU without needing to shuffle data during optimization processes. Our experimental results have demonstrated that dFAB achieves high prediction accuracy and reasonable execution performance for public data.
